Detailed materials and methods for NMR experiments and computational methods.
The AMBER parm99 force-field was appended to include specific parameters for the UB. (19) Briefly, charge derivations were completed using the R.E.D. script, which uses an iterative process to calculate atomic point charges using Gaussian03 QM (HF 6-31G*) and AMBER RESP calculations. (11, (20) (21) (22) The unique C7-N8-N9 bonds were parameterized using the GAFF (General Amber Force-Field) atom definitions. (23) AMBER 9.0's ANTECHAMBER module was used to build the force-field modification files and AMBER 9.0's NUCGEN module was used to build the sequences for both the control and UB oligonucleotides. (11, 24) Starting structures were canonical B-type DNA with the incorporation of UB at position 5. Fully restrained molecular dynamics (rMD) were conducted in explicit water (TIP3P) (truncated octahedral box measuring 144,000 Å 3 ) and charges were neutralized with the addition of 16 Na+ counterions.. Simulation times were 10 ns using periodic boundaries and a 1 fs step size; simulations were carried out under NPT conditions (isothermal, isobaric ensemble) at 300 K and 1 atm using the SHAKE (33) algorithm for TIP3P water. The final bundle of structures was selected from the last 100 ps at a rate of 1 structure per 10 ps. Each structure was minimized using all restraints; the structure with the lowest overall AMBER penalties and CORMA Rx value was selected as the final representative structure. Structural and helical parameters were determined using the Curves+ algorithm. (25) 
Other Computational Methods
Molecular dynamics simulations using time-averaged restraints (MDtar) and AMBER 9.0 with a τ = 20 ps were completed as described previously. (26) Structures were neutralized by the addition of 16 Na + ions and solvated using a truncated octahedral box of TIP3P water that extended 10 Å from the DNA helix in all directions (144,000 Å 3 ); MDtar simulations were run for 1 ns with a 1 fs step size and periodic boundaries. Only RANDMARDI vetted distance restraints were treated with the time-averaged protocols. Broad restraints involving exchangeable protons distance restraints, 3 atom angle restraints, and 4 atom dihedral restraints were imposed under constant enforcement. RDC restraints were not implemented. Simulations were carried out under NPT conditions (isothermal, isobaric ensemble) at 300 K and 1 atm using the SHAKE (33) algorithm for TIP3P water. Analysis was conducted using Curves+. (25) The PDQPRO algorithm was used in conjunction with CORMA to select high probability structures from MDtar trajectory of structures. (27) Unconstrained extended molecular dynamic simulations were completed as follows. DNA duplexes were initially constructed using AMBER 12 Nucleic Acid Builder (NAB) and LEap, implementing AMBER's parmbsc0 force field, an extension of AMBER parm99, with an additional reparameterization of α/γ torsional terms (28, 29) . The UB parameterization was included in the parmbsc0 force field. To prevent duplexes from unraveling at the ends, an observation made by our lab in previous unrestrained MD simulations >100 ns and in a recent study on fraying of terminal base pairs in extended MD simulations (30), we added additional "protecting" groups consisting of G-C base pairs on each of the duplexes. These additional base pairs can reduce destabilization from better base stacking, as well as elongating the sequence. The duplexes were neutralized with Na + ions and solvated using an octahedral box of TIP3P water molecules (186,000 Å 3 ). Additional Na + and Cl -ions were added to mimic a biological environment of 100 mM NaCl. A gentle equilibration protocol, modified from a ten step process by the Orozco lab (31) was implemented to yield initial structures for the 400 ns production run. The 400 ns unrestrained molecular dynamics simulations were run using AMBER 12 NVIDIA GPU PMEMD implementation (28) using periodic boundaries and the Particle Mesh Ewald method (32) for calculating electrostatic effects (PMEMD). All production simulations were carried out NPT (isothermal, isobaric ensemble) at 300 K and 1 atm, using SHAKE (33) algorithm for TIP3P water and 2 fs time steps.
NMR chemical shift calculations were completed with Gaussian 03 using a DFT B3LYP/6-31g(d,p) basis set and the GIAO method. Calculations using the polarizable continuum model (CPCM) resulted in large deviations in calculated chemical shifts for the UB5 H7 proton whereas calculations in vacuum resulted in small changes (experimentally determined UB H7 resonances in duplex and single stranded conditions exhibit relatively small differences in chemical shifts). Hence, all chemical shift calculations for UB5 H2 were completed in vacuum. (22) Supplemental Table and Figure Legends: SI Table 1 . Torsion angles observed for for populations A, B, and C from the 400 ns unconstrained MD trajectory for the UB sequence. Populations percentages were determined from UB α vs. UB γ and UB α vs UB β plots where the populations were readily determined. Population percentage results between the two plots were in agreement with one another. SI Table 2 . 1 H, 13 C, and 31 P chemical shift resonances (in ppm) for the UB sequence. Table 2 for assignments).
SI
SI Figure 6 . HSQC spectrum for the UB sequence base region at 25 °C. The inset represents 1D slices for the adenosine H8/C8 crosspeaks as well as the UB H7/C7 crosspeak extracted from the 2D HSQC spectrum. SI Figure 7 . HSQC spectrum for the UB sequence H1'/C1' region at 25 °C. Circled in red is the T14 H1'/C1' crosspeak. Also note that the G6 H1'/C1' crosspeak exhibits a slightly reduced intensity compared to the other Gs.
SI Figure 8 . NMR imino proton spectrum at -8 °C for the UB sequence (supercooled aqueous conditions). The red arrow highlights the additional resonance appearing for the T14 imino proton. SI Figure 9 . Stacked imino proton spectra at various temperatures for the UB sequence. Temperatures ranging from 1 °C to -13 °C (all supercooled aqueous conditions) are stacked showing that peaks shift in an anticipated manner indicating that there is no global change in duplex conformation. SI Figure 10 : PDQPRO selected structures from the MDtar trajectory of the UB sequence. 5A) Overlay of the PDQPRO UB5 -T14 base pair and flanking residues. Views into major groove (left) and minor groove (right) . 5B) Overlay of the PDQPRO UB5 -T14 base pair conformations. Sugars and backbone are in grey. 5C) Overlay of the backbone of G4, UB5, and G6 (top to bottom) from the PDQPRO structures. Torsion angles are labeled; sugars and bases are in grey. Atom colors for all panels (aside from greyed atoms): cyan = carbon, red = oxygen, gold = phosphorus, white = hydrogen, and blue = nitrogen. SI Figure 11 . A & B) Heavy atom RMSD vs trajectory time for the 400 ns unrestrained MD calculations. Heavy atom RMSD values for the base pairs were calculated in the ptraj routine of AMBER 12.0 based on a randomly selected snapshot from the MD trajectory. A) Control sequence; G4-C15 (top), A5-T14 (middle), and G6-C13 (bottom) B) UB sequence; G4-C15 (top), UB5-T14 (middle), and G6-C13 (bottom). For both A and B, left graphs are heavy atom RMSD vs trajectory time (X axis is trajectory time in ns and Y axis is heavy atom RMSD value in Å) and right graphs are histograms for RMSD occurrence (X axis is RMSD value in Å and Y axis is occurrence from 0 to 500). C) Scatter plot of the UB5 beta torsion angle vs. UB5:T14 heavy atom RMSD (X axis is RMSD in Å, Y axis is UB5 beta torsion angle). Populations A, B, and C have been noted on the graph. SI Figure 12 : Histograms for the backbone torsion angles from the 400 ns unconstrained MD trajectories. From top to bottom: G4, UB5/A5, G6, C13, T14, and C15 residues. From left to right: alpha, beta, gamma, epsilon, and zeta torsion angles. Within each set of torsion angles, the UB sequence is on the left and the control is on the right. X and Y axes for each histogram are: Y axis is occurrence from 0 to 1200 (bottom to top); X axis is torsion angle from 0 to 360° (left to right). SI Figure 13 . BI / BII sampling from 400 ns unrestrained MD. A) epsilon -zeta histograms for UB sequence. X axis for each are epsilon -zeta angle from -200 to +200 ° (left to right); Y axis is occurrence from 0 to 1000 (bottom to top) Inset graphs are epsilon -zeta vs. trajectory time (Y axis epsilon -zeta from -200 to +200° bottom to top and X axis is trajectory time). Percent BII are noted and defined as ε -ζ > +50. B) epsilon -zeta for the control sequence. X axis for each are epsilon -zeta angle from -200 to +200 ° (left to right); Y axis is occurrence from 0 to 1000 (bottom to top) Percent BII are noted and defined as ε -ζ > +50. C) UB5 alpha vs. T14 epsilon -zeta scatter plot. Note, for T14 there is no apparent correlation between UB alpha and T14's BI / BII transitions. SI Figure 14 . A) UB5 H2 proton and the G4 and G6 carbonyls. A view of the G4, UB5, and G6 bases from the major groove. The larger black spheres represent the O6 carbonyl oxygen of G4 and G6 and the large white sphere represents the UB H2 proton. The cones are qualitative representations of the deshielding area of the carbonyl. On the left is the structure with from the solved structure; on the right is a structure from the unconstrained MD simulations. Note the different orientations of the UB5 H2 proton (white sphere) with respects to the carbonyls. B) The UB5:T14 base pair conformations from the rMD solved structure and the unconstrained MD simulation (left and right, respectively). Atom colors are as follows: cyan = carbon, blue = nitrogen, red = oxygen, white = hydrogen, and gold = phosphorous. SI Figure 15 . Simulation of two site chemical exchange at 600 MHz for a system with 1 ppm (600 Hz) separation. Both symmetric (1:1) and 8:2 population were computed using the DNMR subprogram in Topspin 3.5.
SI Figure 16 . Simulation of two site chemical exchange at 400 MHz for a system with 1 ppm (400 Hz) separation. Both symmetric (1:1) and 8:2 population were computed using the DNMR subprogram in Topspin 3.5. In addition, calculated coalescence points (1:1) exchange at different field strengths with a 1 ppm separation of exchanging species are: Figure 17 . UV absorbance traces at 260 nm for the melting studies on the UB:dT and control samples in NMR buffer conditions. See main text, table 1 for sequences. For all traces, the Y axis is absorbance at 260 nm and the X axis is the temperature in K. The top 3 traces are for the control sequence; the bottom 3 traces are for the UB sequence. Conditions are 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM NaP, and a pH of 6.8. Total strand concentrations are noted above each trace.
SI Figure 18 . Representative imino proton exchange and base opening calculation graphs. A) A representative graph of the imino proton T1 inversion recovery data (graph is of the UB sequence G4 imino proton recovery with 6.5 mM NH3 at 3 °C). X axis is recovery time in seconds; Y axis is peak intensity (arbitrary units). B) A representative graph of τex vs. 1/catalyst. (graph is of the UB sequence G4 imino proton).
SI Figure 19 . Stacked imino proton recovery spectra for the UB sequence guanosine residues. 1D NMR spectra of a subset of the imino proton region highlighting the guanosine residues where each spectrum represents a different recovery delay. The G4 and G6/G12 resonances are noted with red lines through the spectra. Note that G6/G12 exhibits a slower recovery as compared to G4.
SI Figure 20 . Stacked imino proton recovery spectra for the control sequence guanosine residues. 1D NMR spectra of a subset of the imino proton region highlighting the guanosine residues where each spectrum represents a different recovery delay. The G4 and G6 resonances are noted with red lines through the spectra. Note that they have similar recovery profiles. A1" T2" G3" G4" UB5" G6" C7" T8" C9" G10" A11" G12" C13" T14" C15" C16" A17" T18"
A1% T2% G3% G4% UB5% G6% C7% T8% C9% G10% A11% G12% C13% T14% C15% C16% A17% T18% ε%!%ζ%(degree)% Trans.
